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Shaia Oriental Rugs Of Williamsburg 
1325 Jamestown Road, Williamsburg, Virginia 23185 

757-220-0400     www.shaia.com 
 

The World of Oriental Rugs 
Frank Shaia 

 
What is an Oriental Rug? 

Oriental rugs are hand woven rugs of natural fiber made in geographical areas that include the 
Near East, Middle East, Far East and the Balkans. 

 
Plan and Objective 
• Country of origin 
• City of origin 
• Construction 

o Loom 
o Knots & Weave 
o Material 
o Dyes 

• History of the oriental rug industry 
• Viewing examples of oriental rugs 

o New & Old 
• Cleaning and restoration 

 

 

http://www.shaia.com/
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Oriental Rug Care … Cleaning, Repairs, Padding & Appraisals 

 
Shaia Oriental Rugs has been in the business of taking care of your oriental rugs since 1973.  We 

understand the construction, textiles, and dyes used in rugs and how to make sure they are 
maintained properly.  We offer expert hand-washing of rugs and carpets as well as expert repairs, 

quality padding, and certified appraisals.  It is important to get your oriental rugs cleaned and 
maintained by professionals that know what they are doing!  Below we have described the basic 

process behind cleaning your rug, although there is much more involved as each rug needs its own 
unique care and attention. 

 
Process of Cleaning Rug: 

1. Vacuum and beat front and back    5. Lightly extract out extra water 
2. Rinse with cold, clean water     6. Hang up rug in drying room 

3. Scrub down rug and fringe with cleaning solution  7. Once dry, brush pile 
4. Rinse         8. Inspect and Deliver 

 
Things to Remember: 

1. Hot water is much more likely to cause dye run and discoloration. 
2. Steam will leach out natural oil (lanolin) leaving flat spots in your rug 

3. To check the dyes of a rug to see if they are safe, wipe a damp white cloth across the rug   and see 
if the cloth wipes up the dyes.  If so, do not get wet during cleaning 

4. Cleaning products with neutral pH are the safest, other cleaning products can be used but test 
them first. 

 
Repair and Damage of Rugs: 

Our Expert weaver can handle all types of wear and damage to your rug.  Typical repair problems 
include... 

 
-Fringes    -Wool pulls 
-Re-wrapping sides   -Discoloration 
-Moth Damage   -Holes 
-Wear in pile    -Rips 
-White dots (warp knots) 

 

Islamic Dates in older Oriental rugs 
Oriental rugs woven and dated in the 17th-19th centuries almost 
always used the Islamic lunar calendar.  To convert an Islamic 
lunar date into the Christian or Georgian date, use this formula: 

Because the lunar year is slightly shorter than the solar year, 
there is an extra one every 33.7 years.  It is thereby necessary 
to divide the Islamic lunar by 33.7 and subtract it from that 
Islamic lunar date.  Then add 622 (the year of the Hegira, 
Muhammad's flight from Mecca to Medina in 622AD). 

A rug date of "1290" converts like this: Islamic lunar date of 
1290 minus 38 (1280 divided by 33.7) plus 622 equals the 
Christian date of 1874. 

Islamic Dates in Carpets after 1920 
Just add 622  

For example a date of "1355" converts like this: Islamic solar 
date of 1355 + 622 = Christian date of 1977. 
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Recommended Reading 

Oriental Rugs Today 
Emmett Eiland  Co. 2003 

A great overview of contemporary oriental rugs including modern history as well as highlights of 
cutting edge weavers from around the orient today. 

 

Oriental Rugs - A Comprehensive Guide 
Murray L. Eiland  Co. 1973 

An incredibly comprehensive book that gives a broad, yet in-depth look at the rug industry.  
This includes regions, weaves, dyes, designs, and history. 

 

The Persian Carpet 
A. Cecil Edwards  First published 1953 Co. 1975 

An in-depth look at Persia and the rug industry in Persia.  This book provides a history and was 
meant to be a contemporary look at the weaving industry as it was in the 1950's. 

 

Oriental Rugs in Color 
Preben Liebetrau  Co. 1963 

A small book that gives a short explanation of designs and origins, but provides wonderful 
examples of designs and rugs through its collection of color pictures. 

 

The Connoisseur's Guide to Oriental Carpets 
E. Gans-Ruedin  Co. 1971 

Another comprehensive guide to oriental rugs.  Provides history, as well as detailed descriptions 
of rugs.  The book does an excellent job of taking time to look at regions, and then break down 

each and every type of rug woven in those regions. 
 

Oriental Carpets 
Murray L. Eiland Jr. and Murray Eiland III  Co. 1998 

This really is a very comprehensive guide to every aspect of oriental carpets.  It includes 
detailed explanations and colorful pictures.  Because there is so much information it is easy to 

quickly become overwhelmed. 
 

Oriental Rugs, Vol 1, Caucasian 
Ian Bennet   Co. 1981 

The bible on Caucasian rugs. Great photographs of good and fair examples of almost every type. 
 

Oriental Rug Repair 
Peter Stone   Co1981 

A fabulous book on how to do any kind of repair or restoration of an oriental rug 
 
 
 
 


